
SOMBA Board Meeting 
 
DATE/PLACE: March 24, 2013, Unitarian Church 
 
PRESENT:  Betty Andersen [A], Mary Bennett [P], Carol Diebold [P], Dave Fletcher [P], Bill 
Goodman [A]. Posh Gulati [P], Jane Hall [P], Jerome Hasenjager [P], Bill Landrum [P], 
Marilyn Lindow [P], Scott Miller [P], Jim Phillips [P ], Satish Shah [E], Kathy Twomey [P], 
and Marianne Varion [P]  
 
GUESTS:  None 
 
AGENDA:  SEE ATTACHED 
 

1) Posh called the meeting to order at 11:40 a.m.    
 

2)  Approval of Minutes: Posh distributed copies of the board minutes.  Kathy noted that 
there was an error in Item #5:  Attendance at the Spooktacular was down 8 tables, not up 
8 tables.  After a review and discussion of the minutes, Jim made a motion to approve 
the minutes pending correction of the cited error.  This motion was seconded by Dave 
and unanimously approved by the board.   

 
3)  Treasurer’s Report:  Jerry distributed copies of the Balance sheet, Profit and Loss 

Statement and a Financial Statement for the February Sectional.  The Balance Sheet 
shows a net balance that is essentially unchanged from last report of 1/2013.  This 
statement includes rental deposits for the Wolverine Regional and Springtacular, but 
doesn’t include fees for LBIAD advertising.   

 
 The Profit and Loss statement for October 2012 through March 2013 shows a slight loss 

of $119.15.  This figure excludes $1000.00 for newspaper ads for LIBAD and rebate 
from ACBL.  Jerry was asked to clarify the payment of $708.00 paid to BC for NAP 
games as the Executive Committee had recommended a maximum repayment of $400.00. 

 
 The Valentine Sectional showed a net loss of $520.54.  This was due to the following:  

41 table drop from last year, and increases in site and card table rentals.  There was also 
some discussion about the $200.00 increase in free plays over last year’s total.  

 
    Present policy of free plays was discussed in considerable details by Posh.  It was 

clarified that District Director, District Counsel, District Treasurer, and Ron Horowitz 
(the latter has Life Time free Plays for his role in 2007 Detroit Nationals.), Lecturers, 
Chairs at desk working more than 1 hour, and others for their exceptional hard work  
(such as Tournament chairs or Set up/Tear Down committees) etc. may be given free 
plays.  (For decades) It has been Chairman of the Tournament and or the President who 
are authorized for awarding this privilege/honor. While for the operation of certain 
activities it has become quite necessary, it should not be considered an automatic award 
each and every time.  I believe the use of free Play has been fair and just and need not be 
changed at this time. 



 
    Food expenses were well contained.  The main problem seems to be the lower 

attendance at the tournament. 
 
 Jim made a motion to approve the Treasurer’s report, seconded by Kathy and 

unanimously approved by the board. 
 
4)  Committee Reports 
 

• Storage.  The following persons were identified as holding keys to the storage unit:  
Dave Fletcher, Jim Phillips, Dave Cleveland, Posh Gulati, Jane Hall, and Marilyn 
Lindow.  Keys are to be provided to Satish Shah, Carol Diebold and Kathy Twomey.  
Dave also provided information about the location of the storage unit and the entry 
code.  The unit is currently registered in Posh’s name.  The company currently sends 
a monthly bill to Jim, who then forwards it to Jerry for payment.  Jerry will notify the 
company that the invoices should be mailed directly to him for payment. 
 
Dave stated that he delivered 40 bidding boxes to Jane Hall for her sanctioned game.  
He further indicated that Posh will be researching the location of other bidding boxes 
provided to other clubs by Tom Keenan.  Posh stated that for now he can’t locate the 
list of persons/clubs Tom (former board President) provided with bidding boxes.  All 
the bidding boxes are supposed to have a stamp or plasticized label indicating that 
they are the property of SOMBA.  Dave (plus Posh working together) will send a 
questionnaire to each club regarding number of bidding boxes each club has and the 
condition of bidding cards.  The Unit will replace damaged/missing bidding cards.  
This questionnaire will also include a statement that the bidding boxes are the 
property of the Unit.  When a Club is sold, the boxes should be returned to the unit; 
and when the Unit sponsors tournaments, the boxes must be made available for use 
by the Unit. 
 
There was general discussion about storage and setup.  Traditionally, the storage 
crew sets up and tears down, organizes stuff and puts it all away.  The person in 
charge of the storage unit generally contacts a crew of helpers to arrange setup and 
pickup. 
 
Dave, Marilyn and others (and Posh will assist) will form a committee to develop a 
inventory of all items belonging to SOMBA.  Please let Dave or committee members 
know about any items not stored in the unit, including food items.  Also, any 
questions relating to storage items should be directed to Dave.   
 
Marilyn and Kathy are washing/ironing table cloths for tournaments! 
 
SOMBA shares several items with MBA:  coffee pots, bidding boxes, and table 
cloths.  Some issue/concern regarding the condition of the coffee pots. 
 
Dave was given permission to purchase up to two shelving units ($50.00 per unit) for 



the storage area. 
 
Dave suggested possibility of looking for cheaper storage, or rearranging the storage 
so that we could rent a smaller unit.  This topic was tabled for the present time. 
 
Jim thanked Dave for the smooth transition when taking over responsibility for the 
storage unit. 
 

• Membership.  Posh distributed a “SOMBA membership tracking 2013” form.  Unit 
membership increased from 1032 in January to 1036 in February.  However, these 
numbers are substantially lower than those in Oct 2011, when membership totaled 
1104, and in October 2010, when membership totaled 1254.  Scott suggested 
emailing the membership to encourage them to bring non-members to local games.  
Increasing membership will continue to be a major project for the board. 
 
The Unit’s Club Appreciation Program (CAP) is focusing on membership 
development.  One major effort has been the Learn Bridge in a Day (LBIAD) 
seminar.  Total expense (including newspaper ads) was $1465.39; total revenue 
garnered was ($1480.00 (registration fees and ACBL reimbursement for ads).  The 
Unit netted approximately $15.00 on LIBAD – thanks to the generous donations of 
mostly free copying, space, and countless volunteer hours!  Great Job! 
 

• Recruitment.  Bill reported that 73 people attended the Learn Bridge in a Day 
(LBIAD) seminar.  The evaluations were generally positive – attendees liked playing 
hands and enjoyed the helpers at the tables.  49 attendees signed up for the free 
follow-up instruction, and all but 2 showed up for the class.  33 attendees signed up 
for actual bridge classes – about a 50% return on the seminar. 
 
A second LBIAD has been scheduled for June 9th.  There are currently 30 on the 
waiting list for this seminar.  The fee for the LBIAD is being increased to $20.00, 
except for those on the waiting list that were grandfathered in at the $10.00 fee. 
 

• Trophy.  Marilyn is in charge of trophies.  Trophies for the Ace of Clubs, Mini 
McKinney, and SOMBA tournament winners will be awarded at the May Regional. 
 

• Hospitality.  Carol has requested assistance with perishables—not sure exactly what 
is on hand and what needs to be purchased.  Marilyn and Kathy volunteered to 
provide an inventory.  Plans all set for the Springtacular. 
 

• Site planning.  Costick Center has raised the rent, and the Unitarian Church backed 
out of a commitment to host the Springtacular.   
 
Posh and Jerry are in the process of negotiating with the Costick Center.  The 
Costick Center is being requested to moderate room rental increases over the next 3 – 
5 years.  Posh is waiting a response from the Costick Center.  We may be signing a 
3-year contract with the Center.  We’re hoping to hold the Apple Cider Sectional at 



the Costick Center. 
 
The Springtacular is going to be held at Cross of Christ Lutheran Church.  The 
Unitarian Church agreed to transport the tables and chairs to this location as 
compensation for the mix-up over the rental agreement with them. 
 
The Cross of Christ Lutheran Church has a room large enough to hold the Apple 
Cider Sectional, if necessary.  One problem with this arrangement is that the Church 
has a family event going on the Thursday evening of the tournament.  If we use this 
site, we will have to revise the tournament schedule to morning and afternoon 
sessions.  An even bigger problem using this site is that the church wants to be able 
to break the contract within 3 months of the event.  This could be a deal breaker.  
Posh is working with them regarding this concern. 
 
The Unitarian Church is raising its daily rates from $100.00 to $150.00.  SOMBA is 
requesting a 3-year contract to hold the Spooktacular at the Church. 
 

• NAP.  Betty to send an email to clubs reminding them that SOMBA is not funding 
NAP games starting this year. 
 

• Executive.  Posh shared information from the Executive Committee Meeting held on 
2/21/13 with the board.   
 
One major concern is decreasing attendance at tournaments vs. increasing costs.  
Decreased enrollment may be due to “back-to-back” tournaments – MBA held a 
sectional the last week of January 2013, and SOMBA held a sectional in the middle 
of February 2013.  The poor economy may also have resulted in people having less 
discretionary money.  It was also decided that we need to do a better job of 
advertising our tournaments.   
 
Discussion ensued about the ways SOMBA and MBA can work more cooperatively 
together – making our collective goal of serving the bridge community at large.  
Suggestions included exchanging information, having both units post board minutes 
on their websites, inviting the President of the other unit to board meetings, striving 
for uniformity, working cooperatively when scheduling tournaments, and being 
transparent.   
 
Posh also stated that MBA wants to hold all their Sectionals in Oakland County.  The 
general response was that MBA should be making efforts to develop tournament sites 
in their own area, just as SOMBA is exploring alternate sites for its tournaments. 

 
 5)  Past Tournaments:  Valentine Sectional.  Attendance was down 41 tables from last 

year.   Tournament showed a net loss of $520.54.  See Item #3 for more detailed 
information.  There were no major complaints, and Posh complimented the good team 
work of board members assisting with the tournament.  Strategies for increasing 
membership were discussed. 



 
6)  Upcoming Tournaments/Events:   
   
• The Springtacular Tournament for I/N players is scheduled for April 26 - 27 at the 

Cross of Christ Lutheran Church.  Tournament Co-chairs Marilyn L. and Kathy T. will 
be attending to tournament details and job assignments for volunteers.  Pizza will be 
served on Saturday. 
 
Promotion efforts:  Posh volunteered to get a master list of 0 – 299ers from the ACBL.  
Scott, Jim, Bill, Marilyn, Posh and Jane will then make follow-up calls to these players 
encouraging them to attend this tournament. 
 
Marilyn also has a list of names/email addresses from last year and will be following up 
with them 
 
Flyers will be hand delivered or mailed to each club in our area. 
 
Satish and Marilyn will be asking clubs to make announcements about the Springtacular. 
 
Bill will be placing an ad on BBO about the tournament. 
 

• The Wolverine Regional is scheduled for May 13 – 19 at the Costick Center.  Fliers 
have been distributed and Bill will be placing an ad on BBO.  Posh indicated that Ken 
(Tournament Director) is willing to provide scorers for the pair events – for an extra 
charge.  The extra cost will be about even with the cost of caddies.  (Fewer caddies will 
be needed using these devices).  Marilyn made a motion to approve use of the electronic 
scorers, seconded by Scott and unanimously approved by the board.   
 
Marilyn M. will be the Head Caddie for the Regional. 

 
    7)  District Reports:    N/A 
             

8)  Old/New Business.    
 

• Following discussion of ways the Unit can assist local clubs, the board decided to 
investigate the purchase of electronic scorers for all SOMBA clubs.  Dave made a 
motion to investigate the cost/number of clubs for scorers, 2nd by Kathy.  Scott 
agreed to evaluate number of clubs/tables. 

• Dave pointed out that the By-Laws on the website contain a statement that they are to 
be reviewed.  This matter needs to be checked out. 

• Posh stated that the ACBL has posted duties for committees and that our committees 
should be conforming to those requirements. 



• Dave will be checking out bulletin boards for use at tournaments.  He will review his 
findings at the next meeting. 

• Posh indicated that he will be recommending that SOMBA and MBA each purchase 
30 electronic scorers and 2 clocks. 

9)  Correspondence:  N/A 
 

10)  Next Meeting:  June 30, 2013, 11:30 at the Unitarian Church. 
 

Meeting adjourned 2:50 p.m.  Motion by Jim, 2nd by Marilyn. 
 


